1. Introduction. One of the most interesting problems of analytic number theory involves the difference between the number of lattice points in a fc-dimensional hypersphere and the "volume" of the hypersphere. Define the set Lkix) as follows: k (1) Lkix) -<(JltJ,,-~,Jt) E/,2á =i where the «7< are integers. Let Akix) be the number of distinct points in Lkix). Thus Akix) is the number of lattice points in a fc-dimensional hypersphere of radius xw. Define Vkix) as the "volume" of a fc-dimensional hypersphere of radius x1/2.
(2) VÁX) = r(H 1(1-0 -('-8
where [z] is the integer part of z. The problem of primary interest is to find the Greatest Lower Bound 8k of the set of values 0 for which (3) P*(x) = Akix) -Vk(x) = Oix").
Walfisz [1] gives the following general results:
Pk(x) = Oix(k-1)l2), P,(x) = O^2"1), (4) P4(x) = 0(xlog2x) = 0(x1+e), e > 0, Pk(x) = Oix"'2-1), k ^ 5.
Thus for fc ^ 4 8k = fc/2 -1.
The value of fc which has received the greatest attention is fc = 2, the number of lattice points in a circle. Wilton [2] gives an account of the early work in this problem. Since that time several results have been published establishing new values of 8 for which P2(x) = 0(xe). One of the most recent is Chen Jing-ren's proof [3] that P2(x) = 0(x12/37). Hardy (see [2] ) has shown that P2(x) = Q(x1/4). It is a common conjecture that P2(x) = 0(x1/4+e), « > 0, or 02 = !• There is less known for fc = 3. From (4) we have \ ;S 03 £* 1. Fraser and Gotlieb [4] conjectured on the basis of numerical evidence that .5 ^ 0¡ ^ .7. More recently Pfc(x) for "large" x in order to see if the calculated results are consistent with theoretical results or if it is reasonable to make any new conjectures concerning 8k. There have been at least three previous papers on this subject. Fraser and Gotlieb [4] calculated isolated values of P2(x) and P3(x) for x1/2 < 2000 on an IBM 650.
However their conclusions differ with the present paper for 02. Harry Mitchell [6] calculated P2(x) for x1/2 á 200,000 on an IBM 7090, but the results for x1/2 ^ 3000 are incorrect, as pointed out by Keller and Swenson [7] . Keller and Swenson determined P2(x) for many values of x1'2 < 260,000 on an IBM 7090 and their method of interpretation leads them to suggest that 02 g .3. This seems unlikely from the results of the present method of interpretation.
The problem of establishing that P*(x) = 0(x") is equivalent to finding a sequence ((X,-, F,))"=i such that (5) | Pkix) | -è. Yi + Oix") for x ^ Xi+i and lim sup ^ < «>.
Since Lk(x) is composed only of fc-tuples of integers, Ak(x) is piecewise constant over [n, n + 1 ), where n is an integer. Thus for x 6 [n,n + 1) (6) LimP*(ra + ß) g P*(x) ^ Pk(n).
However, by (4), 0k ^ fc/2 -1. Therefore the sequence of "extreme" points iNi, | PkiNi) |), defined such that \ Pk(n) \ < \ PkiNi) | for n < 2V<+1, satisfies the first requirement of (5) for all 0 of interest. This sequence is uniquely determined, given an initial element, and Ni+i is the first integer for which | Pjfc(A/1) | < I PkiNi+1) |.
For x too large to calculate P*(x) conveniently for all integers, approximate extreme points can be chosen in the same manner as the true extreme points but from a more restricted set. These approximate extreme points are not necessarily a subset of the true extreme points. This later method, used by both Fraser and Gotlieb and Keller and Swenson (in a different context), is not so concise as the former but allows one to consider a larger range of x.
The present calculations on an IBM 7094 include P*(x) for fc = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and all integer x á 250,000 (x1/2 g 500) ; some 250 isolated values of P2(x) for x1/2 g 10,000,000; and about 20 values of P3(x) for x1/2 g 9000. The results of this work show that the calculated values follow the theoretical limits quite closely. The results for fc = 2 fail to indicate that 02 is less than Chen Jing-ren's bound of 12/37 = .324. For fc = 3 the most reasonable conclusion is .5 ^ 83 ^ .6.
Efficient algorithms for various combinations of fc and x are presented in Section 2. Section 3 is composed of computing methods and Section 4 contains conclusions. 
ñi(x) = 2S(x), [VS] Rk(x) = ñw(i) + 2 Zä*-i(* -i')-«=i
The similarities of (8) and (11) Thus we have
•f*î=l <-» V/ Yk-¡6¿t_¿(x-¡J*,!);/t_¿</l Now define
SmiZ, J) can be defined recursively as follows: This formula was known to Gauss.
Formula (20) is of course ideally suited to programming for an algorithmic compiler; however, it can easily and efficiently be programmed in a machine-oriented language. Consequently it was coded in SCATRE for the 7094 and used for isolated values of At(x) for large x.
One extension of (21) should be very valuable for computing isolated values of A2(x). It is possible, for certain x, to compute A2(x) for all u subject to | u | < 2\/2 x1/4 in nearly the same time necessary to compute A2(x + u) alone. For x = 1014, the largest argument used in this work, this would have made available over 17,000 results in about twice the time required for the single value. Needless to say, this is a significant improvement. Unfortunately, this method was not known when the computations were done for this paper, but the method has been used for moderate x (x «á 10,000).
Define the following: The following theorem may be established by simple algebra:
otherwise. 
Computer Methods and Numerical
Results. The time-consuming part of computing Akix) by any of the methods mentioned in this paper is evaluating [\/x]. However, from the logical order of summation successive arguments often happen to be close together. Furthermore, while most square root routines are floating-point, exact fixed-point results are necessary for this work. Thus the efficiency of the square root routine may be improved by using fixed-point operations and by using the previous result as a first approximation for the current argument.
Using this and the identity (TV ± l)2 = N2 ±2N + 1, Akix) may be calculated on a binary machine with no multiplications and no numbers larger than x1/2 except the sum. This procedure was developed independently by Keller and Swenson [7] and the present author. It is particularly useful for employing (26). Keller and Swenson present the necessary algorithm and a basic derivation of the process.
For the current paper two methods were used for determining Aib(x). For calculating isolated values, (20) and the above method were used. Special square root routines were used throughout. The time to compute Akix) was on the order of
Tik,x)aX-w~.
When a large quantity of consecutive values was desired, (8) and (11) were used. An IBM 1301 Disc File was available for additional storage. This Disc File is particularly desirable in allowing the use of one portion of core-storage for computation while data is moved between the Disc File and another portion of core. For the present problem this effectively created a million words of core-storage. The time required to compute Akix) for 2 iS fc ^ K and all integer x ^ X is T(K, X)a(k -l)xw.
Using this method 3| hours were required for T(6, 250000). Formula (11) was used with the assumption that Rkix) < 236. This assumption was violated near fie (40,000).
Integer arithmetic was used exclusively for Akix) in all programs, and it is expected that all values are correct. Complete agreement was noted for all values published in [7] . Similar agreement existed with [4] except for A3(18002), the largest argument published in that paper. This value was calculated twice for this paper, each calculation requiring 3 minutes. 4. Conclusions. Table 1 gives the first fifty true extreme points for fc = 2, 3. The number of extreme points for x ^ 250,000 (x1/2 ^ 500) is fc number of extreme points 2 76 (27)  3  80  4  170  5  434  6 474 (x < 40,000). Lim sup (log | PkiNi) | -0 log Ni) < + oo.
¿-»■00
Graphically this corresponds to finding a straight line with slope 0 which majorizes the points (logN¿, log | PkiN{) |). Figure 1 shows the sequence of extreme points for x ^ 250,000. Only a sample of the points for fc = 5, 6 are shown. The lines drawn represent the minimum slopes which appear to parallel the extreme points. In addition, for fc = 2, 3, 4 the theoretical minima for 8k (see (4) The accuracy of visual estimation limits this method to a precision of at most ±.01. For instance in Figure 1 , for fc = 2 a line with slope 12/37 would be indistinguishable from one with slope 1/3. The way which the results for fc = 4, 5, 6 approach the known values suggests that this method is valuable for the range of x used.
In addition to the true extreme points for x1/2 g 500 a number of approximate extreme points were calculated from isolated values of P2(x) and P3(x). Some of these are shown in Table 2 . In Figure 2 , the values of P2(x) for x1'2 ^ 10,000,000 are shown with the true extreme points for x1'2 ^ 500. If only the approximate extreme points are considered, one is led to agree with Fraser and Gotlieb [4] that "02 = J is not inconsistent with observed results." But when the distribution of approximate extreme points is considered independently of sampling distribution, there is no reason to believe that the true extreme points do not continue near slope 12/37 for x1'2 > 500. Thus it is not reasonable to conjecture from these results that 02 is appreciably less than Chen Jing-ren's bound of 12/37. A logical conjecture based upon these results is 03 = .3. The approximate extreme points for fc = 3 suggest that .5 ^ 03 = .6, but there are too few points from which to extrapolate with assurance. For instance half of the isolated values qualify as approximate extreme points. The time required to calculate more values of P3(x) would be prohibitive.
An additional matter of interest is the sign of P*(x). Keller and Swenson reported that, while most of the values of P2(x) for integer values of x1/2 S 260,000 were negative, the sign distribution for noninteger x1/2 "was about uniform or perhaps even slightly biased in favor of positive values." In this experiment all of the true extreme values for 3400 < x £| 250,000 and all of the isolated values for integer x1/2 = 10,000,000 were negative.
For fc = 3, 95% of the true extreme values were positive while the larger isolated values were negative. The four negative extreme values were among the larger extreme points.
For fc = 4, 5, 6 all of the true extreme values were positive. Another question is whether or not noninteger values of x would provide different extreme points than the integer values used thus far. From (6) we need only consider Lim^i-Pkin + ß). This question is of little interest for fc = 2 because P2(n + ß) = Piin) -v. However for fc = 3, for x < 1000, the P3(n + ß) values were of the same magnitude as the P3(w) values. For the larger values of fc and necessarily smaller x, in accordance with the greater density of extreme points as in (27), there is an alternation of extreme points for small x and a random assortment for larger x.
